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December 2018

FROM THE TOWER ……….K.J.QUINN

As we approach the Christmas season, METCA is winding down its busy year and will jump into 2019 full speed
ahead. Let’s just recap what we have done since September. NMRA convention, Ridgefield Hobbies Meet &
Greet, New Hope train trip, York, train show with NYSME, METCA table @ Greenberg. Starting off 2019, the
METCA table will be attending the SC4HT train show in January and Greenberg shows in February & March.
On March 30th, we will have our train show with NYSME. So, the division will continue to be on the move into
2019. All these events we attend and host are for the benefit of our membership. A lot of volunteer time and
effort go into the events so our membership gets the very best experience in our great hobby. With that being
said, we are always looking for members to help us with these events and running the division. In the next
election cycle we will be looking for members to run for Directors & the Secretary position. Our current
Secretary Bob Amling has told us he is going to retire. Bob has been with us a long time and has done a
tremendous job for the division. We are very grateful for his dedication and service to the Metropolitan
Division.

On October 27th, Renee & I had the privilege of attending an Eagle Court of Honor for one of our own, Zach
Ferreira. Zach is a member of our Kids Club & SC4HT. The ceremony was very nice and was very well attended.
Congratulations to the proud parents, Chris & Michele. We at METCA are very proud of Zach’s achieving the
highest award in Boy Scouts and look forward to great achievements from Zach.
Speaking of honor… I had the honor of nominating METCA Past President & current Vice President Stu Rankin
for TCA National Vice President. Stu’s resume speaks for itself and those who know Stu, know that he wants
the best for not just METCA members but for all our members in TCA. Stu is a good friend to me, dedicated
officer of our division, and a great TCA’er. I urge all of our members to show support and vote for Stu Rankin
for National Vice President.
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In 2019 the membership will be getting a special ballot prior to the regular election cycle. This ballot will
contain bylaw changes that the membership has to vote on. This herculean effort was spearheaded by Andy
Hibell, By-Laws Change Committee Chairman. Most of the changes are housekeeping to align the fiscal and
election dates with national. The big change will be the addition of electronic voting. Lastly for this quarter’s
column I want to talk about the recent train show with NYSME. I heard a lot of positive feedback about the
show. Including vendors we had well over 200 attendees, which is pretty good for our local show. I saw some
really neat stuff on the tables and I saw quite a bit of it walk out the door. We had two really cool attractions
at the show this time. One was our own Craig Kasmin with his Retro Railroad. New and improved from the last
time, it’s bigger and has more push button accessories. This very cool layout ran all day and put many a smile
on people’s faces. Huge thank you and great job goes out to Craig. The other cool attraction was METCA‘s Kids
Club (SC4HT) 40x 60 layout scaled down to about 10 x 14. Joe Zimmerman put together this layout on Friday
night, sized perfectly just for our train show. Several members of SC4HT showed up and had that layout
humming along. Between both layouts the kids, young and old, had a great time playing with the layouts.
Thank you to Craig, Joe and all the kids who participated in operating the layouts. Great job guys!

On behalf of the officers of the Metropolitan Division, we would like to wish you Happy Thanksgiving, Merry
Christmas and a happy holiday season.
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FIXING A CLASSIC TURBINE: LUKE STITT
Hello, my name is Luke Stitt. I work for Mr. James Spangler at the Menards booth and I will be talking to you about the
Lionel Pennsylvania Turbine locomotive and green streamlined coaches that I bought this year at the York 2018 October
TCA meet. The engine is one that I had been wanting to get for a while and saw this and knew that this was the engine I
needed to get before I was too late. The engine did not run, but it would turn on and act like it wanted to run. I figured
that the problem was some old grease that had basically become wax, so I bought it from the guy for $25. I was thankful
for the price he gave me for the locomotive. I then sought out a whistle tender just like it would’ve had. He had one, but
it was in bad shape and I wanted something a bit nicer. Eventually I did find one and bought it. The train had been
repainted at one time within its life, so I bought a new front sticker for it. I had gone up to the “Kids Run Trains” layout
and asked if they had any gear lube, and work some new oil in there. The gentleman who helped me was David
Bjorkman, who is a knowledgeable and made sure I did the correct steps in repairing the locomotive. What I had to do
first was take the shell off, so I could be exposed to the internal components of Lionel engine. My second step was to
figure out where the gears were, so I could clean them out and oil them. I had to gently and carefully remove the motor,
so I didn’t break any of the wiring or gears. I then was able to see the gears once the motor as pulled out, then I
proceeded to put medium thickness oil into the gear and around it. Once I did that the wheels began to move freely
again which was wonderful news, next was to clean the motor. First, I put some more oil around the worm gear on the
motor and turned it so that I would be working it into the motor.

I had to remove two screws that held the motor onto the base of the engine, then had to carefully remove the black cap
on the top of motor, with a little help of a flat head screwdriver to pry up on the cap. Gently we removed the cap, so the
bushings didn’t spring off. Once removed, I put some more oil on the small rod that the motor spins on. I then cleaned
off the top so the bushings made good contact to the motor after they were wiped off. I then had to put the springs back
on the bushings and reassemble the motor onto the base. Once the flathead screws were put back on and were snug on
there I was able to test it. The “Kids Run Trains” group were so kind to let me test my engine out on their track since it
was so long. The engine was slow and very sluggish, so I basically “walked” the engine around the layout just to work in
the oil. Another member of KCRR saw me doing this and started talking to David about if I had placed new grease into
the area where the gears were. I responded “no” because the metal plate was stuck and couldn’t move it. He then said it
would be okay to pry up on it with a flathead just to remove it and get grease in the gears. Once the plate was removed I
was able to pack the spot with grease and get it working into the motor and gears which helped it run much better.
Once reassembled, I put the engine on the track and then with a little help it took off and was running. I was filled with
joy and excitement that the little engine I bought was working better than ever! The engine was able to pull its own
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weight and eight boxcars and a caboose (including tender as part of the engine.) That was so exciting to me that the
engine I bought for $25 was now one of my best working locomotives.

The next day I was wandering around and I found the green streamlined coaches for the locomotive at the same booth I
bought the locomotive. I took them back to the test track to check if they worked well; the only one that didn’t work
was the Chatham coach, which needed to be fixed. I went back to the booth and decided to purchase them. The
gentleman gave me a junior discount on the locomotive the day before and now gave me one on the coaches for $45.I
agreed and paid him. I then went back to work for some time before I asked if I could go wander around for a while. Mr.
Spangler, my boss, agreed because he wanted me to enjoy the show and go explore. I grabbed my coaches and went up
to the layout again and saw David there working on the smoking unit for the burning switch tower accessory. I had oiled
the wheels at the booth I worked at and then asked if I could hook my coaches up to the rear of one of the engines
running around. They agreed, and the coaches were soon running around behind the Lionel Lion chief plus 2-8-2
Baltimore and Ohio Mikado locomotive. But still that coach’s light did not illuminate, so I removed the coaches and sat
down at the table with David. He looked and saw that the one connection had come off and needed to be fixed with a
new wire and some soldering. I soon removed the C clamp holding the truck to the base. I later cut a new length of wire
and soldered it to the connection point on the truck and ran it through the hole in the base and soldered it to the light
connection. I reassembled it and gently placed it on the track to make sure I did not short out the entire layout. The
coach now lit up almost perfectly, with just a few flickers when running around the layout.
I am so thankful for David for helping me here and there during the rebuilding of the engine and coaches to make sure I
was one the right track. I would also like to thank the “Kids Run Trains” and “Kids’ Creek Railroad” groups for letting me
use their layout and cars and engines at times. During the rebuild I only had to use a flathead screwdriver, needle nose
pliers, Lionel engine grease, oil, solder/soldering gun, and wiring. The engine is now an everlasting part of my layout and
collection of Lionel trains and cars. Hopefully you enjoyed this article and maybe you’ll see more in the future.
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LONG ISLAND SOUNDS
Larry Laskowski

Winter 2018

Our club open houses are underway and decorated to celebrate the Christmas
Holidays you’re invited to visit. The table below gives dates places and times.
NLOE is also open Friday evenings Nov 30th and Dec. 7th, 8-10PM.
Date

Club open House

Address

Hours

Dec 1-2nd
Dec 1-2nd
Dec 1-2nd
Dec 8-9th
Dec8-9th
Dec 8-9th

St James Model RR Club
Nassau Lionel Operating Engrs.
Central Operating Lines
Nassau Lionel Operating Engrs.
Central Operating Lines
TrainMasters of Babylon

Rte. 25a and Mills Pond Rd St James NY
2953 Hempstead Tnpke. Levittown NY
50A Carlough Rd Bohemia NY
2953 Hempstead Tnpke. Levittown NY.
50A Carlough Rd Bohemia NY
120 Schmitt Blvd. Farmingdale NY

11AM-4PM
1-4PM
11AM-4PM
1-4PM
11AM-4PM
11AM-4PM

Long Island Club Holiday events support of community, promote the hobby and celebrate the season.
Central Operating Lines. In December, there will be holiday themed
Open houses. COL will host two Open House events the first two
weekends in December! Dec. 1+2 and Dec. 8+9. Santa will be there
and it is a time for COL club members to show off their trains to the
general public! Oh yes, there will be kids’ interactive layout in
operation.
The Nassau Lionel
Operating Engineers will
be raffling off a complete
train layout with scenery,
buildings and a brand-new Lionel Lion Chief train set. It has folding
legs and rollers on the
table. It is sized to fit under
a bed in a child's room. A
great holiday gift! The raffle
tickets will be available
during both weekends of
our Open House. The
Thomas the Tank Christmas train will be running as well as The Polar
Express. And yes Santa may be stopping by during the festivities Way
to Go NLOE!.
Our members at Trainmasters of Babylon will have a train set as
well as a completed train board with track and buildings as two
separate raffles. Here is a chance to take home a nice surprise for the youngsters and future model railroaders
Also the clubs mountain/logging line has been completed and will be fully operational for open house visitors. I
think Santa Claus is looking forward to seeing it during his expected club visits.
May you and your family’s have a very Merry and Joyous Christmas! Run the Trains under the tree.
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***2018 METCA Upcoming Events***

METCA MIGS Annual Membership Appreciation
As an added benefit to being a METCA Member In Good Standing (Including METCA-A member). we will
now be hosting an annual appreciation event. This year’s event, a dinner train ride on the NH&I was
great.
What should the next METCA annual event be? Please tell us at eusdesa@yahoo.com

METCA at Greenberg’s Great Train & Toy Show
Saturday, November 24 - Sunday, November 25, 2018
New Jersey Expo Center, 97 Sunfield Avenue Edison, NJ

METCA at NJ HiRailers
Join METCA and the folks from the NJ HiRailers for a holiday banquet. We’re scheduled for December 8th
2018 from 5 to 10. Attendees are welcome to bring a favorite engine or car to run on the layout. Please
contact Doug Schembs for ticket info and details @ dcslion@gmail.com

METCA at Greenberg’s Great Train & Toy Show
Saturday, February 9 - Sunday February 10, 2019
Secaucus, NJ Meadowlands Expo Center, 355 Plaza Drive, Secaucus, NJ 07094

METCA at Greenberg’s Great Train & Toy Show
Saturday, March 9 - Sunday, March 10, 2019
Edison, NJ New Jersey Expo Center 97 Sunfield Avenue Edison, NJ

METCA & NYSME Train Show!
Saturday, March 30, 2019 METCA/NYSME Members 8AM - 2PM General Public 9AM – 2PM
St. Joseph’s School, 120 Hoboken Rd., East Rutherford, NJ
Adults: $5.00, Children under 16: Free No charge for METCA & NYSME Members and their spouses.

Are you subscribed to, METCA@yahoogroups.com ? If not, you could be missing out on good
information.
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METCA RIDES THE NEW HOPE AND IVYLAND RAILROAD…………K.J. QUINN
On September 29th, 2018 the Metropolitan Division rode the New Hope and Ivyland Railroad. The division rented the
train for 2 hours to show appreciation and thanking them for being members of METCA. Our train consisted of two
diesels and four cars, two of them being dining cars. A buffet dinner and desert were served in the dining cars and
relaxation was enjoyed in the open-air observation car. We had over 70 people attend this trip, with some traveling as
far as Long Island and Norwalk CT. The train left New Hope promptly at 5pm and traveled west through woods, farmland
and over rivers. Just a little past Buckingham Pa. the train stopped and made its return trip back to New Hope through
bucolic Bucks County Pa.

Thank you to all the members and friends who came out and enjoyed this wonderful evening on the New Hope and
Ivyland Railroad. Thank you to the staff of the NH&I for providing an enjoyable trip.
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METCA ATTENDS NMRA REGIONAL CONVENTION………...K.J. QUINN
The Metropolitan Division attended a 3-day NMRA regional convention for the first time in September at the
DoubleTree Hotel in Mahwah NJ. This was a whole new experience for us. We were asked by New York Society of Model
Engineers if we would like to set up the METCA table at this event. After a scheduling check we said sure. Craig Kasmin
and I went up there and manned the table for a few hours a day. METCA is always happy to set up the table and
promote TCA & METCA. I mentioned a new experience before, well, let me explain. TCA conventions are much bigger
and have many more attendees. This being a regional convention there were not as many attendees as I expected. Plus,
there were only a small handful of vendors. Most of their attendees just walked by us. It didn’t really sink in until one
member suggested that we put the Lionel box under the table. I just gave him a perplexed look until I realized these guys
don’t play in plastic or tin. Many of this group deals in scale models. Incredibly beautiful detailed scale models of
buildings and trains. We were blown away by the realistic dioramas that require an immense amount of skill and talent.
Instead of going out on day trips, there were rooms full of clinics. These clinics or seminars taught their members on
how to build these piece of art. At the end of the week there was a contest consisting of several categories of skill and
subject matter. The winners are very proud of their work and as they should be because they are highly skilled modelers.
We were very impressed with their work. As the second day went on more people would look us over. A few would even
ask questions of us……...mostly being why the TCA would be here. The answer is an easy one, because we all belong to
this great hobby and the TCA supports all aspects and organizations of the hobby. Plus, we had surprise for them.
METCA has in its possession the printing block from the 1940’s that headlined their newsletter, called the Bulletin.
Many were surprised by this piece of history and that it still existed. One was NMRA Marketing Director Christine
Zambri. Christine was very excited about their historic printing block. After discussions METCA may put in on loan in
their museum in California. Being that this was our first NMRA convention and we are over the culture shock, it was a
great experience for us. Thank you to NYSME for getting us up there and thank you for NMRA having our METCA table at
their regional convention. Here are few pictures from the event.
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M etropolitan Division, TCA - M ETCA

Your 2019 METCA dues and Paper Waybill* subscription are now due,
Please make payment to: METCA
And send to:
METCA Secretary
5 East Warwick Ct
Farmingdale NJ, 07727-4318
____$5.00 2019 METCA Dues
You may also prepay for 5 years and get a Sixth Year free
____ $25.00 Enclosed for 6 Years
____ $10.00 2019 Waybill *Paper Waybill is optional
You may also prepay for 5 years and get a Sixth Year free
____ $50.00 Enclosed for 6 Years
You may also pay online at www.metca.org

Bob Amling METCA Secretary
secretary@metca.org or (718) 541-8619 for questions
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Ridgefield Hobbies Meet and Greet September 2018
Sam Deo 05-59610
This past September, METCA had a Meet and Greet at one of our favorite hobby stores in NJ, Ridgefield
Hobbies (http://www.ridgefieldhobby.com/rh_home.cfm). If you’ve never been to the store you need to
check it out. The store is filled with trains, models and a coffee shop! Jimmy Pentifallo, the owner is a
wealth of knowledge on not only the train hobby but also models. We had a great crowd all day, said
hello to old friends and made a few new ones. Everyone had an incredible time and we hope to do this
again. Below are some of the pictures we captured throughout the day.

Here’s a nice warm greeting with METCA President Kevin Quinn on the left and Ridgefield Hobbies
Owner Jimmy Pentifallo on the right.
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As you can see, Jimmy has a well-stocked store ranging from complete sets in all different scales to parts
and scenery to build and keep your layout running.
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A few METCA members, Kids club and friends hanging out, good times!

Do yourself a favor and stop by Jimmy’s place, grab a cup of coffee, shoot the breeze, make some
friends and expand your layout!
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Building the Classic Model Corporation Capital Limited
Part 1
Sam Deo 05-59610
Some of our long-time readers might remember an article I posted in Waybill 36.7 about the standard gauge trains
made in the 70’s under the CMC and CMT name. Trains of this nature are referred to as Modern Standard Gauge
Era. And one of the key proponents to this area of the hobby was the late Arno Baars (1963-2016). Arno got me
into these interesting and quirky trains years ago when I started building up a standard gauge collection. He was a
wealth of knowledge. In Waybill 36.4, I posted a write up about his passing and how the model train world lost a
great man.
Recently, several of Arno’s original pieces came up for auction. I was lucky enough to purchase a few nice sets. But
the other week something truly special hit the auction block, a new in box, unassembled Capital Limited set in
polished nickel. The locomotive is based on the Lionel #5 in an 0-4-0-wheel arrangement. The two passenger cars
are daylight style, again, reminiscent of the early Lionel standard gauge pieces. CMC sold many trains as kits, this
helped keep the cost down and let’s face it, most of us like to tinker with our trains. I knew the set would go for a
significant amount of money. I mentioned to my beautiful wife Donna that this just came up on eBay. She asked
me what I think it would go for and instead of her shaking her head, she told me to go for it. Not only did she tell
me to open my wallet but she also said this would make for a great Waybill article. I am a lucky man 😊😊
I put in my max bid and waited patently for the auction to end. I get a little superstitious with these things so I
didn’t watch the auction until the last 10 minutes. I saw the bid creep up slowly until it was $1 from my max bid.
And then, the auction ended, that green signal on the screen saying I just won appeared! I immediately sent
payment and within a few days the set arrived at my door. Still in its original box, everything wrapped up in tissue
paper, the larger boxes have old newspaper from 1971 as padding. Just looking at some of the prices gave me a
good laugh.
In Arno’s honor, I’m going to assemble this set and document the process over the next few Waybills. I’m sure a
few folks out there might cringe at that concept to take a NIB limited edition set that’s close to 50 years old and
assemble it. But I think this great little train needs to be built and seen. With it’s shiny metal body and bright brass
trim, it’s truly an amazing set. Because of the rarity of this set and CMC/CMT trains for that matter, most people
aren’t aware of what these trains look like. Below is a similar set that sold on eBay a couple months ago. This was
already assembled and slightly different then the Capital Limited but the polished nickel body and brass trim
closely resemble the kit we’re about to build.
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I’m not one to get all excited about original boxes, but I do think this is pretty interesting.
Inside the shipping box I found the original catalog and parts list. Most of these trains were sold as kits but the
catalog showed them as fully assembled models.
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The majority of the trains CMC produced were based on the prewar Lionel #5 0-4-0 design. This is a
stout little engine and CMC took advantage of it by offering a few variations like the switcher (no
cowcatcher), the commuter which added a pony truck up front. They also utilized the Lionel #6 and 7
designs. CMC did do some simple box cab electrics similar to a Lionel 8 and 9. CMC also made a few
original designs such as a camelback locomotive and 2-6-0 Mogul. For the standard gauge world, this is a
big deal as it broke away from the Lionel based designs from the prewar era.

We also see a collection of their sets, including the Capital Limited.
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The first thing I’m greeted with when removing the newspaper and catalog are two passenger car boxes.

Followed by the locomotive box

And here’s where we end for this part. I know, it’s a teaser but in the next Waybill we’ll assemble the
passenger cars followed up by the third installment of the locomotive and a quick video of the train
running! So be sure to keep an eye out for parts 2 and 3.
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NRHS RailCamp East 2018
Ricky Sepe
Somerset County 4-H Trainmasters/ METCA Kids Club 16-7513
All pictures are taken with the consent of the National Railroad Historical Society, Amtrak, Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania, and
Strasburg Railroad. Pictures were taken by the author unless noted

Introduction:
Each year, the National Railroad Historical Society hosts RailCamp. RailCamp is a one week camp where high
school students can experience railroading on a different level. It is heaven for any train fanatic, and it turned
out to be one of the best weeks of our lives. RailCamp has partners with Amtrak, Railroad Museum of
Pennsylvania and the Strasburg Railroad to give teenagers this amazing opportunity. Throughout the week, we
learned many different aspects about trains by doing hands-on activities and listening and giving presentations.
In this article, I will go into detail about each day of RailCamp and why it was a great experience
Day 1: Amtrak Training Center:
On our first day of RailCamp we went to the Amtrak Training Center in Wilmington, Delaware. The first
activity on the agenda was presentations by Amtrak executives. During the presentations we learned about the
history of Amtrak, careers in the railroad industry, and basic signal and engineer training. After our lunch break,
RailCampers split up into groups to do three different activities: Amtrak Simulators, Amtrak engine
demonstration, and dispatcher training. At the simulator station, campers were able to operate the P42 Genesis,
ACS 64 and Acela locomotive simulators. The Acela simulator was a full model of the cab. Campers walked
through the door and climbed into the cab as if it was a real engine. Amtrak trainers showed us how to operate
the locomotives and shortly after we were operating a train on a simulator on our own. The simulators were real
depictions of the inside of the cab, not just a keyboard and computer monitor.

Above right: A camper controls imaginary trains in the dispatcher training room. (NRHS Photo)
Above left: A camper uses the P42 Simulator. (NRHS Photo)

At the Amtrak engine demo station, campers climbed into the cab of Amtrak P42 Genesis #23 for live, hands on
demonstration of an engine. Amtrak personnel showed us the different controls in the cab, showed us how they
worked and everyone’s favorite part sitting in the engineer’s seat and blowing the horn and ringing the bell.
After the engine demo, the locomotive was shut down and we were able to walk through the engine room of the
locomotive before climbing down. Inside the engine room, we saw the diesel engine, alternator and air
compressor. After the engine demo we headed back inside to the dispatcher training room where we learned the
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functions and responsibilities of the dispatcher. We were able to add trains, switch tracks and alter signals as if
we were really a dispatcher. At the end of the day, we headed to Newark, Delaware train station to railfan.

Above right: Railfanning at Newark Delaware
Above left: Campers learn the controls of the engine inside the cab of #23. (NRHS Photo)

Day 2: Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania:
Day 2 was our first day in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. We spent the day at the Railroad Museum of
Pennsylvania. After our introduction and safety briefing, we broke up into small groups and started the different
activities around the museum. First, we took a tour of the restoration shop. Here we saw the staff restoring a
PRR B-6 Steam Switcher. Our tour guide showed us how they were restoring the engine and we were able to
take a tour of the restoration shop itself. Seeing all of the equipment used to restore an old steam engine was
very neat because most of the old steam technology is not around anymore. Next, we started preparing for our
Interpretive Presentation. Our group was assigned to the Amtrak Metroliner. To prepare we did research on it
using articles, magazines, and photographs and looking at the piece itself. On Friday, we presented our
information to the group. After lunch from the local sub shop, we went on a guided tour of the museum.
However, this was no ordinary tour. Our tour guide took us into the locomotives where the public is not usually
allowed to go. We went inside steam engine #7002, GG1 #4935 and Amtrak AEM-7 #915. On our way back to
dorms, we talked about the day and we later had a presentation about the history of RailCamp and a briefing for
Wednesday's events.
Below Inside the cab of Pennsylvania Railroad GG1 #4935
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Day 3: Amtrak Operations:
On Day 3, we headed back to Wilmington to spend another day with Amtrak. Our first stop was the Amtrak
Wilmington Maintenance Facility. At the facility, we watched a presentation about Amtrak’s operations. We
learned that all Amtrak engines have a GPS and camera at the front of the locomotive. We even snapped a live
picture on one of Amtrak’s long-distance trains. After the presentation, we put on our hard hats and safety
glasses and headed to the maintenance facility. Here, we saw dozens of engines being serviced. We saw the
wheel assembly of an ACS 62 lifted up to the ceiling, and then placed down on another part of the building. We
saw Amtrak workers do all sorts of work, from welding, to riveting and repairing. Before we left the
maintenance facility, we were briefed on our next activity. Our next stop was Amtrak CNOC and CTECH. At
these facilities, we saw the dispatcher's center. Each dispatcher had about 6 computer screens to monitor, and
these employees were controlling the trains on Amtrak’s system. We then headed across the street to
Wilmington Station where we boarded the Northeast Regional bound for Washington DC. Leading the train was
Amtrak ACS 64 #642(Veterans Unit) and in tow, Amtrak Amfleets, plus the geometry car, catenary inspection
car, and theatre car. RailCampers went to the, geometry car, catenary inspection car and theatre car. The
American View Theatre Car is a modified Amtrak Viewliner car with a giant picture window at the end plus
sophisticated computers monitoring speed and conditions. In the catenary inspection car, we were showed a live
infrared video of the catenary system. The catenary inspection car uses complex technology and cameras to
monitor the condition of the catenary system. This video can be used to identify problems with the system that
are invisible to the naked eye.

Above: Inside Amtrak's geometry car. (NRHS Photo)

Inside the geometry car we saw dozens of large computers and TV screens displaying data regarding the track
and other things. The geometry car monitors the condition of the track. When we reached Washington DC, we
broke up into smaller groups. In a private room, we heard a presentation by an Amtrak police officer about how
they use dogs to monitor drugs in the terminal. There was a live dog and we were able to see in action the dog
search and find for medicines containing drugs that the dog is trained to find. Next, we went on a behind the
scenes tour of the station. We went through the “Employees Only” door, down an elevator, and to the baggage
area. Here, we saw carts and trolleys being wheeled out with bags going or coming off of a train. We also had a
guided tour of the station during that time. After that, headed up to K Tower for a tour, which is where
dispatchers give engineers information regarding their arrival or departure from the station. While at K Tower,
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Amtrak P42 #42 (Veterans Unit) showed up at the station and we were able to get great pictures from above.
After K tower, we ate dinner at the station before taking the Acela back to Wilmington. Before the Acela left,
Amtrak P42 #130 (Phase III Heritage Unit) showed up next to us, making it the third special interest engine of
the day. After we disembarked the Acela, we all rushed to the front of the train to see the whole train. The
engineer gave us two “shave and a haircut” horn shows while departing.
Day 4: Strasburg Rail Road:
On Thursday, we went back to Strasburg and spent the day at the Strasburg Rail Road. The first activity was
learning about yard operations. We walked down to the yard and learned how to couple and uncouple cars, as
well as a few hand signals. We then climbed into the cab of Strasburg SW-8 #8618 (Ex NYC) to get a tour and
demo of the engineer’s duties. Afterwards, we went to the shop and went on a private shop tour. We engraved
Strasburg Rail Road on our own spikes, and we were able to take them home on Friday. Inside the shops, we
saw many projects, such as the restoration of a steam engine, and Union Pacific Big Boy #4014’s driving
wheels. We then went into the engine shed. We climbed into the cabs of ex N&W4-8-0 #475, ex CN 2-6-0
Mogul #89 and a fan favorite, Thomas the Tank Engine. After lunch, we tackled the challenge of replacing a
railroad tie the old-fashioned way using hand tools.

Above: Campers remove an old, rotted railroad tie in the yard using hand tools and drilling cars. (NRHS Photo)

After 2 ½ hours of digging, shoving and hammering, we successfully replaced a railroad tie. In addition, all of
us now have a lot of respect for the people who built the Transcontinental Railroad. When we finished the
railroad spike, we broke up into small groups again. The next activity was operating the Lancaster, Oxford &
Southern Rail Car. Our supervisor showed us how to operate it, and then each of us got throttle time. We
operated it on a siding in the yard up and down, roughly two football fields all together. For our last activity of
the day, we operated the Cagney 15” live steam engine. It may seem small, but by no means is it easy to
operate. Applying the throttle must be done very carefully due to its sensitivity. To add, blowing the whistle
will make anyone alert that is near the engine. Our day ended with railfanning the Strasburg Rail Road and a
delicious meal at the Red Caboose Motel.
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Day 5: Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania and Strasburg Rail Road:
On our last day, we did activities at the Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania and Strasburg Rail Road. The day
started out by having free time to roam around the museum and browsing the gift shop. Soon after, we started
finalizing our presentations. We did last minute research and presented to the group. There were four
presentations, and each group had a different piece. Each group presented in front of the piece, and then the
audience was able to ask questions. At the conclusion of the presentations, we went over to the PRR E44 #4465
to get a group picture. We then walked across the street to the Strasburg Rail Road. Our first activity at
Strasburg was a train ride pulled by #90. After the scenic train ride through beautiful Lancaster County, we
toured J Tower at the end of the yard. The last activity of Rail Camp was probably the most memorable- getting
a cab ride in a steam locomotive. We walked to the other end of the yard near the shops, where we were greeted
by steam engine #89. Each camper was able to sit in the Fireman’s seat, shovel coal in the firebox and blow the
whistle. We then went on a cab ride down the yard and back. When we finished with the cab rides, we ate
dinner at the Red Caboose Motel while watching the hourly trains go by the restaurant.

Above left: A Camper operates the 15" Cagney Steam engine at the Strasburg RR. (NRHS Photo)
Above right: Campers give their presentation on the Metroliner.
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Above left A camper blows the whistle on Strasburg #89. (NRHS Photo)--- Right: A picture Strasburg #89.

Reflection:
At the end of the week, we all sat around in a circle reflecting on the week and sharing our favorite parts about
camp. RailCamp was special for everyone in different ways. Perhaps one of the best things I got out of
RailCamp was meeting people my age, who were just as crazy about trains as I am. We still text each other
frequently and a few of us were fortunate enough to meet up and railfan at Bound Brook, New Jersey in
September. RailCamp was the best week of my life because I was able to spend a week around trains, talking
about trains, with kids who love trains.

Above left: Campers outside Union Station in Washington, DC.
Above right: Rail Camp East 2018 campers and staff at the museum.
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Lionel Prewar Tank Cars
The Shell Oil Era
By Larry Laskowski TCA 91-33858

From 1926 through 1942, Lionel’s freight car offerings consisted of a group of standard
types across the lines of scales and gauges which were catalogued at various times
during the Golden Age of train production. These gauges and types included 027, O
gauge 650 series, 810 series, OO gauge, O scale, O scale detailed and Standard
gauge 200 series and 500 series. The standard types of cars generally included a flat
car, a gondola car, a stock car, a box car and a reefer variant, a tank car, a hopper, a
caboose, crane cars, searchlight cars and a dump car for the 200 series standard
gauge line. Not all car types were produced in each series. Unlike the prototype,
Lionel’s road name used for the most part was “The Lionel Lines” rather than specific
railroad names. Colors of the cars and detail trim were more of a concern at the time.
Things began to change somewhat in the mid-1930s however as tank cars received the
Sunoco branding.
By 1939, Lionel began using the Shell branding and colors which continued in many
cases to the end of train production as World War 2 engulfed the nation. The
arrangement with Shell was perhaps for a two year period based on a catalog review.
The 1939 and 1940 catalog offerings were shown as Shell. In the 1941 catalog, the
Sunoco brand returned as the main offering, although there are at least two references
to the Shell name and colors within the catalog.
Recently, I enjoyed the opportunity to catalog and evaluate a magnificent collection of
Lionel Trains assembled by a member of our TCA organization. The collection included
wonderful examples of many Prewar O gauge and Standard gauge outfits and individual
items, many of which are not frequently seen. The items were all of the highest grade, a
tribute to our TCA member who assembled this collection to its very high standards and
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paying close attention to details. One of my observations was the rather large number of
Shell lettered tank cars in the collection. At the time, I had wondered why our TCA
member had such an affinity for these Shell tank cars. Perhaps he had a professional
association with the Shell oil company. With some pondering, the answer became clear.
These cars were produced in all the gauges that Lionel produced including those it
would no longer produce and new scales being promoted. Production was for a short
time period and during the time that Lionel was moving towards scale models and
realism as well as innovating operating features such as the electric uncoupling. Simply
put, there are a considerable number of catalogued cars across several scales and with
many catalogued items having multiple design and manufacturing variations. It is a
collector’s opportunity and this collection had included a rather complete array of
examples, which focused on quality and completeness in detail.
The Shell branded cars that were produced during this short period went through many
design changes and are therefore interesting to the observer and collector alike. Two
colors were used, an orange which Lionel referred to as yellow with red Shell letters for
cars produced for the 027 line, the O gauge 650 and 810 series and the Standard
Gauge cars. For the discussion that follows, we will refer to this color as orange. Shell
was an advertising advocate of its colors since the early part of the 20th century. The
scale cars and scale detailed cars offered in O Gauge and OO gauge were black with
white lettering. Many prototype tank cars of the period were usually painted black with
white lettering used for reporting marks and perhaps the owner/lessees name as in the
case of Prototype Shell tank cars of the time.
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Lionel Standard Gauge- 1939
The Standard Gauge Shell cars were most likely produced in 1939 only. Standard
Gauge sets were last catalogued in 1939 and were not catalogued in 1940 and beyond.
The 1940 catalogue does show a listing of available Standard gauge cars including the
tank cars. This was probably remaining inventory from 1939 and earlier.
Catalogue No. 515 is the smaller Standard Gauge offering and it appeared in the 1939
offerings. The car was the Orange color and had the Red Shell letters as a decal on the
car’s left side. The catalog illustration showed a car with the Shell lettering decal
centered on the car. It was not made that way. It had the last style tank and black
chassis. Railings, ladders, domes, brake stands and journals are nickel. It had
rectangular Aluminum nameplates with black letters. The car was equipped with latch
couplers and came in a classic orange and blue three color box of the period.
Somewhat rare.
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Catalogue No. 215 was the larger Standard Gauge tank car in the line. It would have a
type IX style tank and chassis. Railings, ladders, domes, brake stands and journals
would be nickel. It would have oval nameplates of Aluminum with black lettering, all of
these features and characteristics being common to the late period of Standard gauge
production. The 200 series cars were usually packaged in a corrugated box with the
box’s content stamped on the box.
Most collectors and experts believe that a 215 orange Shell tank car was not made by
Lionel. The 1939 catalogue did not show any sets using a 215 tank car so logically,
Lionel did not have need to produce an orange Shell 215 tank car, even though it was
shown among the catalogued available standard gauge 200 series cars in an orange
Shell scheme similar to the illustration for the 515 car mentioned above.
Most recently, I have seen examples of a Shell 215 tank car, one of which looks near
new and a second photo of a car with a fair amount of playwear suggesting that that
particular car may have been around awhile. A third such car was sold through an
auction site some time ago. These cars are orange and seems to have used the same
red Shell decals as the 515 car. Railings, ladders, domes, brake stands and journals
are nickel. The cars have oval nameplates of Aluminum with black lettering. The cars
are equipped with latch couplers. The cars produced by MTH over the years differ from
these examples. These cars could be repaints but the question would be who might
have done the repaints? Lionel? Toy Fair sample? Remains sort of a mystery for now.
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So now the collecting fun begins. If you have an interest in the prewar trains from this
era, you might be aware that Lionel was moving towards more realism with its products,
i.e. colors and rubber-stamping replacing metal plates, the many variations of the box
coupler and truck design, replacing nickel journals with blackened journals the
introduction of new scale models in O Scale and OO scale and the introductions of kit
versions of these cars. So in all this transitioning during 1939 and 1940 when these cars
were produced, the five basic cars can be found in at least 40 variations depending on
features used and when the car was made during the period. Although the 1941 catalog
shows universal use of a Sunoco branded tank car in set offerings, it’s likely that there
were remaining Shell branded cars that were available for separate sale or perhaps
provided in some sets. So let’s start!

Lionel 027
The 027 tank car Lionel offered were the 1680/2680 twins with the major difference
being the addition of electric couplers in the 2680.
Catalog No. 1980 In 1939, the 1680 was equipped with the pre box Latch type manual
coupler. The cars were the Shell orange color and cars were lithographed with the Shell
lettering and reporting marks. The Shell name was centered on the car. They came in
the Lionel Classic style boxes.
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The Cat. No. 1680 had nickeled truck journals until about 1941 when the blackened
trucks and journals were used. At this time the latch couplers were replaced with the
smaller manual box coupler with the simulated knuckle. The car’s frame style also
changed to reflect the change in coupler style. There are thought to be 1680 x
designation variations mainly dealing with axles and wheels used, some without
journals, for use with non-catalogued sets of the time.
Catalog No. 2680 differs from Cat. No. 1680 by its automatic box coupler feature. From
1939 through 1941, the cars followed the Lionel truck coupler design evolution of the
time. The cars had the blackened trucks and journals. Early production cars might have
the larger ribbed box coupler with later cars having the smaller box coupler with
simulated knuckles probably with and without the pins.
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Lionel O Gauge
Catalog No. 804. For 1939, Lionel did produce its earlier design 4-wheeled O gauge
cars. A tank car was offered, No. 804 which had an orange tank on a black frame with
the red letter Shell name centered on the car body. The car was about 6-5/8 inches in
length. It had Nickel domes, details plates and journals. These cars were equipped with
the earlier latch type couplers. In 1940, the 804’s plates are replaced by reporting marks
data and the wheels given blackened journals
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Lionel catalogued two sizes of O gauge tank cars, the 654/2654 series about 6-5/8
inches in length and the 815/2815 series about 8-7/8 inches in length. They had been
staples of Lionel O gauge production for many years when given the Orange Shell livery
in 1939. In the two years 1939-1940, these cars would be transformed to the ultimate
level of realism achieved for the tin cars, eliminating the car’s metal plates and replacing
with Rubber stamped lettering. The cars would have the box couplers with trucks having
blackened side frames and journals as shown in the 1940 catalog. The 1941 catalog
would now show these cars in their final detailing form but now carrying the livery of
Sunoco.
Catalog No. 654 wore the new Shell livery for 1939. It had an orange tank, with a Shell
logo in red letters over the center of the tank, black metal frame, nickel metal plates and
truck journals. Initial production may have had the latch coupler, later replaced with a
manual groove type box coupler. For the 1940 catalog, these cars were equipped with
blackened trucks and journals. The car’s metal plates are now replaced by decals with
reporting marks and car number data. The box coupler was replaced with the smaller
version with the simulated knuckle and pin, with the pin perhaps removed on the very
late cars.
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Catalog No. 2654 was essentially the same car as the 654 but it was equipped with the
electric box couplers, initial cars with the larger ribbed box and later cars with the
smaller box with simulated knuckles. The 1939 versions had the nickel plates and
blackened trucks while 1940 versions eliminated the plates replacing them with the
decals with reporting marks and car numbers. The 1941 catalog showed these cars
returning to the Sunoco colors which were gray now instead of silver because of the
restrictions on the use of aluminum which was in the Lionel paint used for the silver
versions. During these two years of Shell car production, the cars had frame
modifications to reflect the coupler types it came with as well as the trucks position on
the frame as Lionel modified the cars to effect closer coupling.

Lionel’s larger O gauge tank cars for the period were the 815/2815 twins which were
essentially the same car except that the 2815 was equipped with Electric Box type
couplers and the 815 had the manual box coupler. The 2815 was the car Lionel
supplied in sets while the 815 was sold separately, most likely intended for customers
who did not use the electric uncoupling feature on their railroads. They were likely
produced in smaller quantities although neither car version seems hard to find. The
larger ribbed box coupler was used for both manual and electric coupler types. These
cars had an orange tank but with the Red letter Shell decal placed to the left side of the
car body much like the Standard Gauge 515 Shell Tank Car. For 1939, the cars had
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metal nickel plates, nickel domes, handrails, ladders and brake stands. The trucks had
nickel journals as well. The car frame was black.
Catalog No.815

For the 1940 catalog, both the 815 and 2815 Shell tank cars were shown with nickel
plates replaced by reporting marks and car number decals. A quick search of the
market place most recently did not turn up examples of this decaled version of this car.
In addition, a Greenberg guide which showed the 800 series cars in their late colors and
decoration schemes did not picture a corresponding Shell Tank car. 1940 was the year
that Lionel introduced its scale 715 black Shell tank car and the No. 2955 version
equipped with tinplate style trucks with electric couplers. It was the new design Tank car
that Lionel chose for most of its O gauge and O72 Gauge set offerings, with the 2815
being shown in but one set. Perhaps there were available a sufficient supply of the 1939
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version of the 2815 to satisfy the needs for this car in 1940. The 1941 catalog shows the
815/2815 twins in a decaled style Sunoco version, again used in but one catalogued
set. The 1941 catalog also listed a two car accessory pack which include an orange
2815 tank car, suggesting that Lionel may have been using up its inventory of the earlier
version orange Shell 815/2815 tank cars in 1941 as well.
Catalog no. 2815

Lionel O Scale Shell Tank cars
For the 1940 catalog, Lionel produced a group of O scale Freight cars for use with its
700E Scale Hudson and the Scale B6 Switcher. This series numbered in the 700’s
included a Box car, Hopper car, caboose and the 715 metal and die cast frame Shell
tank car. One can say that these were most likely the most realistic and finest cars that
the Lionel Corporation achieved up to that time. There were three versions of this car
available. All were black tank and frame with white Shell markings and the reporting
marks SEPX 8124. Catalog 715 was the full scale and detailed version equipped with
sprung trucks, underbody details and scale sized knuckle couplers. The car had a metal
tank and a die cast chassis. Lionel offered this car as well as the other 700 series freight
cars in kit form complete with paint brush and decals for kit builder model railroaders of
the time. The kit version was catalog 715K. Catalog number 2955 was the third version
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and was equipped with tinplate style blackened trucks with electric box couplers with the
smaller box with the simulated knuckle coupler. Lionel catalogued these cars again in
1941 but they were now bearing the Sunoco logo and reporting marks. There was also
what was referred to by Lionel as a “Scale Detailed” which was assigned the catalog
number 2755. It was gray with Sunoco logo and data as decals. It likely that the Shell
versions might have been available in 1941 as well, with Lionel using up remaining
inventory. Curiously, the 1941 catalog does have a partial illustration of the scale
version showing the Shell reporting marks and data.
Catalog No. 2955

Lionel OO Scale Shell Tank cars
Lionel introduced a line of OO scale trains in 1938. The line consisted of an OO scale
Hudson type locomotive, and 4 freight cars including a scale box car, scale Hopper car,
a caboose and a scale tank car. Track and switches were also available. The line
included both AC and DC equipment. It was catalogued starting in 1938 and being
available into 1942. By 1939, the tank car carried the Shell logo and reporting marks.
The 1941 catalog shows the return to Sunoco, following the practice for the O scale
cars. The cars were die cast and were no longer produced following the imposition of
wartime restrictions on the materials used for the castings.
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The OO scale cars were made in both three rail and two rail versions. All were black
and carried Shell white lettering and reporting marks for Shell. Car number was SEPX
8126 was used on all versions.
Catalog No. 0015 was a three railed version with non-insulated wheels used in AC
controlled outfits. This version had full details including an underframe die cast brake
cylinder and tanks.

Catalog No. 0025 was the same as Catalog 0015 except it did not have the underframe
die cast brake cylinder and tank detail. Catalogued in 1941 as a Sunoco version

Catalog No. 0045 was the same as catalog 0015 except it was equipped with insulated
wheels and was for use in two rail DC controlled outfits.
Catalog No. 0075 is the same as catalog 0025 again with the exception of the inclusion
of insulated wheels for use in two rail DC controlled outfits. Catalogued in 1941 as a
Sunoco Version.
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Catalog No. 0045K was a kit version of these cars. It include sufficient parts and
hardware to assemble any of the RTR versions that were catalogued.

Postscript
In 1942 Lionel put out a catalog consisting of equipment and outfits produced in 1941
and earlier. It is reasonable to consider that for the O27 and O gauge series, Shell cars
were likely available from leftover inventory which Lionel was using to make up outfits
for the 1942 catalog. Since there were Sunoco branded cars produced in 1941 as well,
there could have been Sunoco cars used also in 1942 sets.
In the postwar era, Lionel likely considered a continuation of its full O scale line. Return
of the Hudson and B6 switcher were contemplated but they were not produced. A scale
Sunoco tank car, Catalog No. 2855 was produced in 1946-47 in black, later gray, similar
to its prewar counterpart Catalog No. 2955 but now equipped with postwar style electric
knuckle couplers. The gray 2755 Sunoco Scale Detailed Tank car also appeared as well
as a silver Sunoco 2555, later as Catalog No. 6555 when the magnetic style coupler
replaced the coil couplers on these cars.
Interestingly, Lionel never catalogued another Shell branded tank car in its O gauge line
during the postwar era. The Shell logo returned again in 1972 with a MPC produced
single dome tank and in subsequent years, single, double and three dome tanks car
designs. A reissue of the O scale black Shell tank car would be produced in 1991 along
with the three other scale cars issued some 50 years earlier. Most recently, Lionel did
release a line of Shell branded cars, tank type accessories and an oil derrick with
packaging using the Shell colors.
Collecting the Prewar Shell Branded Tank cars from the 1939-40 period that were
probably produced can be a most interesting experience to assemble all the variations
produced in that short time span. These cars were produced during a time when Lionel
was upgrading its offerings to appear more realistic and also incorporating the
continuing evolution of its truck and coupler design to enhance their appearance and
improve operation. Most of the O gauge tin cars seem to be readily available. The O
Scale cars can be pricey but can be found. The kit versions in unbuilt form will be the
hardest of these and likely the most expensive. The 515 Standard gauge does turn up
periodically. Expect to pay a premium for examples in nice condition and with the
original box.
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Tin plate Club Car, part 2, the plating
Sam Deo 05-59610
Welcome to part two and the final section of the copper plated caboose. In the previous Waybill I
discussed the concept behind the caboose as well as the process of disassembling the car and stripping
the paint. In this edition, we’ll discuss the plating and process used.

***WARNING***
I am not a plater by trade, the process I used was found online.
The process deals with dangerous chemicals and the results are
not guaranteed.
The first part of this process was to purchase some materials. Plastic container for plating, a cleaning
agent to remove the grease and grime from the caboose (Kleen King), pure copper scrubbing pad to act
as the material for the plating, a power source (battery is fine) and copper sulfate (Root Kill). All of
these items were readily available at the Home Depot, except for the plastic container which I had at
home. The battery used was a 12-volt alarm system cell. I recently had a new alarm put in the house and
the old battery was no longer needed. One less thing to purchase. You’ll notice some wire and wooden
dowels, the wire will connect the plating system to the battery and the dowels are used to move things
around, mix the copper sulfate and act like “chop sticks”. Gloves are also important. You do not want to
get any of these chemicals on you.
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Like any type of finish surface, prep work is key. To begin we clean the surface of the train with the
Kleen King. This is a powder-based cleanser like Comet. It’s designed to remove and polish with mild
abrasive the metal surface. After a quick bath and scrub, the caboose is dried off and placed on a paper
towel.

The next step is more prep work, making sure the anode (copper scrubbing pad) fits in the container and
leaves room for the caboose body. The anode and caboose CAN NOT TOUCH!
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I then place the caboose in as well, again to check placement. I also attached the wires to both the
anode and caboose. The caboose will get the negative terminal and the anode will get the positive
terminal.

Next, we move everything outside in preparation for the plating process. This must be done outside!
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I then add the copper sulfate crystals and mix them into boiling water. It doesn’t take long for the
crystals to dissolve and turn the water blue.

With the mixture ready, we add the caboose in and connect the leads to the battery. Again, care must
be taken so the caboose does not touch the anode.
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The process is only supposed to take a few minutes. Shortly after I started I pulled the caboose out to
see how it looked. It was copper, but not smooth or even. And it turns out the copper just flaked off. So
back in the tank.

During the plating process you need to keep the water moving, if not, it could cause “burn” spots on the
copper. I spent 10 minutes doing this process pulling out the caboose now and then to check, but the
plating wasn’t taking.
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Once I pulled the caboose out for the final time I noticed that the copper plating that was there started
to pull up. I then inspected it a little closer and realized the finish not only fell off but the structural
integrity of the metal was gone. I was able to crush the caboose with little pressure.

The caboose has been destroyed and the plating was a failure. However, I’m not done with this project. I
will use the caboose on the layout, maybe as a home for my hobo’s. For the plating project and club car,
that’s on hold for now. It seems that this was not something I could do at home or the process needs
some testing. Either way, in time I would like to revisit this and I may just look into having a company
plate this for me.
I do wish this had a happier ending, but we live and we learn. This time it didn’t work out as expected
but I know what doesn’t work now and can move forward with another idea in time. So stay tuned and
maybe the copper plated Jersey Central Caboose will become a reality.
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Lionel Oddities
Lionel “U-Drive” Motor Boat
In the late 60’s Lionel experimented with a few non-train related items. In this edition, we’re going to
look at the U-Drive boat for children. This was made out of a foam called Buoy-o-tex, and was designed
for a child to ride in. From the factory, it could support a 50lbs child, with the added outriggers it could
hold 70lbs. It would run on batteries and had a claimed top speed of 4 mph! At 4’ long and over 1.5’
wide, this boat took up some space, but only weighed 6lbs. It was labeled as being bathtub safe,
unsinkable and even advertised for use in a small lake. I’m not sure I’d let even one of my children ride
in this boat on a lake, but it’s an interesting “craft” to say the least. There’s not much on this, I’m
assuming because of its construction, most have disintegrated over the years. I was able to find a few
pictures as well as an ad form 1967.

That kid sure looks happy!
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A couple pictures of museum collections with the U-drive boat.
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You could have also purchased a waterway to sail your mini yacht in!
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Abandoned in METCA
Hopefully this will be a bit easier than the last edition

